
THE PRESIDENT'S PUTTER': G, Micklem,
",ho was beaten by A, A, Duncan'" and,3 in the
semi~finall drives from the fourteenth tee during

the tournament at Rye~

Facts alld
that the amlS and shoulders play but a
small part in building up to the maximum
speed, In the case of the average handicap
golf~r, he will be using' much more body,
"e" shoulder and arm, and in an extreme
case coulO actually be employing the reverse
of these percentages, bnt would more than
likely be 50 per cent. and 50 per cent,
I realised this many years ago and so

began, teaching the ••hit-and-;;top" method
as the quickest and best way of improving
a player's percentages of power emploved,
for it was obvious that weak-wristed golfers
called upOn their" brute force" muscles to
generate as much speed as possible to make
up for actual lack of wrist speed, The" hit-
and-stop" method whereby the left arm and
side stopped at impact and the left wrist
took the shock and allowed the dub-head
only to pass the ball, tested out just how
good the wrists were at their job, Where,
I think, the beginner starts off on the wrong
foot in setting about attacking a golf ball,
is that he imagines that he has to generate
,a movement in which, at the clima-x-i,e ..
the impact-his shoulders. arms and wrists
'will all be moving at their fastest. Here is
the greatest mistake of all in golfing theory.IThas occurred to me that some percent-

age ligures-estimates only-might en-
lighten students on the value of the

power they apply to tile ball with various
parts of their body, The late Hit
In passing, as a suggestion to relieve For the shoulders aud anns begin to

crowded 18-hole courses with nO place to generate the movement down, aided by the
practise peacefully and dozens of members unwinding of the body. and this drag-
bursting to spend an hour or two on various through bf the shoulder, the tug down by
sections of their game, why not close a few the arms, lead to a gradual speeding-up, .
holes near the club-house for certain hours but the release of the full power by' the
on certain days a week? Rules can be made wrists which are kept cocked all this time is
about not playing irons off the fairways, but delayed until the player feels he can apply
all shots could then be played and one part this 85 per cent. of the power, and get the
of a hole could be reserved for those taking net result at impact-the Late Hit.
lessons so that they could have a peaceful During this attack on the ball. I have
lesson and get value for their money and always felt that there is a point which varies
time. in every player, where the left shoulder
In the case of a first-class golLer, one who checks momentarily to allow the" levering"

drives the normal minimum distance aronnd, which exists in a swing to take place. It
--&dy, "lUU yards (i k---now-thatu:us is CQn-S-'~Q-er-e-o';'--ls-n~o-c-<:orTeTctosweep tile whOle lot. .
a low figure in some circles, but it is not so through.
very low if the shot is played off the level Years ago the late P. A. Vaile and I dis-
ground on to the same level and the ground cussed this action and he used the words
is not like cement), he will use 85 per cent. " huffer action" as expressing best the sort
\yrists and 15 per cent, arms and shoulders of minute recoil in the swing which allowed
to produce his maximum impact speed, the club-head to overtake the hands, for, ii
Seymour Dunn, one of America's foremost this did not happen, then the initial speed
instructors, gives the same figures in his of the shoulders and arms would just take
estimate of ilie way the power is applied, the hands through away ahead of the club-
:'IIany of to-day's younger players have given head. The'shoulders, after the release of the
themselves serious spinal troubles trying to 85 per cent. power by the wrists, are dragged
step up the 15 per cent. proportion. Instead, through by the momentum of the club.
1 have always felt it best to try building up 'Seymour Dunn, amplifying this theme,
the 85 per cent. part. for it can be seen says that the golfer is like a. chain~no

Ideas
\

stronger than its weakest link. The obviolls
weak link in every golfer is the wrist, and
for this reason alone we should not try to
apply our maximum shoulder power, because
the wrists cannot transmit it; they would
collapse or give way under the strain, the
club-head trails behind and a slice results.
I often use the expresslOn in teaching,

"Do not try to hit harder than you can
hold' on," This does not seem very clear
when put on paper, but it does register with
many pupils who have a fast arm-and-body
action with no strength in the fingers.
As the wrists are capable of a fast action

and they can only whip at their maximulU-
nOmore--there is every advantage in leaving
this attack till the last moment and so
"hitting late," The question of whether
the club-face is open or shut at the top of.
the swing is almost of secondary importance
if the player has weak wrists and is setting
out to improve his golf seriously. His first
step should be to acquire by training an
alteration in his percentage of wrist powe,
available in the swing. If he only l"ishes to
make do with, what he has got-i.e" use the
proportions he has-then he will need to
search for an expedient to makt: his big,
slow shoulder and body muscles play their
really minor role in a major way.
Players with short back swings have

powerful wrists, and use them. Most players
with powerful wrists find a way to use them
effecti vely on their own, just as thev auto-
matically throw a ball well, but tb"ere are
many piayers wbo do not get the most from
their wrists because of faulty grips or by
exaggerating a certain movement which they
consider essential,
Here is where the instructor comes in, for

he can see what the player himself cannot
see-himself playing. Whilst there is a lot
of talk of the" Swing the club-head" theory
being all there is to the golf game,
unless the wrists are strong you can sv.'ing
tv )~"~. s cont-:::::-t .?or:.'::n.:>t -;;e:t-:-n:1'~ f:)~
You have to make the club-head do the
work. This is my slogan, and this" fflake"
implies effort. will power and resistance, for
the golf-club is more or less a lever and the
left hand resists the hit of the right hand.





The important lesson to be learnt from this is that any inter-
ference with the free hinging action of the hands in the impact
region must reduce the 'whip-past' speed and therefore reduce
what contributes half of the resultant speed. This shows how
futile is the idea sometimes put forward that there should be
some slowing down of the left hand to allow the right to 'hit
against it'.



Dr David Williams, a graduate of the
University of Wales, a Doctor of
Science, a Fellow of the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers, a Fellow of the
Royal Aeronautical Society and a
Chartered Engineer, made his career
in the Scientific Civil Service and was
a Deputy Chief Scientific Officer
(Special Merit) at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborough, when he
retired a few years ago - an appoint-
ment made only for outstanding indi-
vidual research. He is internationally
recognised as a leading aeronautical
research engineer and has a large
number of scientific papers to his
name, including a textbook on the
Theory of Aircraft Structures. Currently
he is a Structures and Dynamics Con-
sultant and a member of the Structures
Committee of the Aeronautical Re-
search Council. The Sims Gold Medal
and the Society's Bronze Medal,
awarded by the Royal Aeronautical
Society bear evidence of the Society's
recognition of his work.

His interest in dynamical problems
has led him into fields outside aero-
nautics, as witness his paper on 'The
Drag of Golf Balls in Flight' and his
prize-winning paper on 'The Mathe-
matical Theory of the Snaking of
Caravans' read to the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers - the first ever
to explain that bothersome phenome-
non. More recently, as Dynamics
consultant to the Research Department
of British Rail, he has been concerned
with the structural and dynamical
problems raised by the projected 150
m.p.h. light passenger train.

Such is the background against
which his scientific paper on the
Dynamics of the Golf Swing (May
1967) - the basis of the present book-
was written.



This book explains for the first
time in the history of the game
exactly what a top-class player
does to the club at every instant
throughout the golf swing.

Although it is based on a
mathematical analysis of the dy-
namics of the swing, the conclu-
sions reached are presented in
simple terms understandable by
the average golfer. It clears away
a host of time-honoured but mis-
conceived ideas concerning the.
force transmitted to the club by
the player's hands and therefore
cannot help but give the ordinary
golfer a new and simplified con-
ception of what he should be
aiming to achieve.

Although the body movements
necessary to generate the force
that is finally transmitted through
the hands are not amenable to
mathematical treatment, the fact
that all is now known about that
force makes it possible, via film
records of top players, to view
those movements in a new light
and so to understand their true
significance.

Women players will be inter-
ested to learn on incontrovertible
grounds that there is only one
golf swing, the same for women
as for men, since there is nothing
more certain than that physical
strength has nothing to do with
the swing itself, but only with its
speed of execution.

30s net
£1'50



Transmission of Power
The speed and po~er of hips, shoulders, arms and

wrists lTIUStbe transmitted to the club by the hands.
Therefore their effort lTIUStbe eqnal to all forces
combined.

.A golfer is like a chain-no stronger than the weak-
est link. The hands are the weak link of every golfer no
matter how strong his hands may be. Therefore the
combined effort of all the several sources of power lTIUSt
be kept within the carrying capacity of the player's
hands, or they will collapse and the stroke will be ruined.

It is highly desirable that we have all the hand
strength it is possible for us to acquire.

Every golfer should have a grip developer (some-
times called a wrist machine), and use it to develop his
grIp.

The reason why many players "slice" is because they
either do not have strong hands or they fail to use their
hand strength at the critical moment when the power
of the stroke is to be transmitted to the ball. When the
hands \\Torkas they should, the player can actually feel
that he is bending the club shaft on the ball. If you
cannot feel this you 'will not get the distance of wh1ch
you are capable.

The majority of players who fail in transmission of
power, do so because their left hand fails to act as a
fulcrum for the right hand to strike against. The left
hand has to bear back against the right.



you are capable.
The majority of players who fail in transn1ission of

power, do so because their left hand fails to act as a
fulcrum for the right hand to strike against. The left
hand has to bear back against the right.



To understand this matter, take a club in hand and
press the face of it against any solid obstruction. vVith
enough force to bend the shaft. Maintain this pressure
and ask yourself, "V\ThataIn I doing with the upper palIn
of my left hand~" You will discover that you are very
decidedly pressing the club handle backward against the
forward pressure of the right hand. Take the left hand
away and try to Inaintain the SaIne bend in the club shaft
and you will at once be convinced. This back pressure
of the left hand Inust be done at the mOlnent of in1pact
if you are to overcome the resistance of the ball. If you
fail to do it, the club handle Inay go thru, but the club
head will conle dangling along behind like a dog's tail.
:F'UNDAME'NTAL 12 80n1e players might almost as

well stick their hands in their
pockets for all the use they make
of them.

USE YOUR HANDS,
i. e. Prevent Leverage
Collapse.



and you will at once be convinced. rrhisback pressure
of the left hand must be done at the moment of impact



By ..J ~\:::\:~.~.~..~.~ -_





At impact, club head, hands and player's head will
all be in line. Illustration 83 shows the club at low hori-
zontal on the way up to the finish of the swing, the club
head is now fully six feet past where the ball set; during
the time the left hand traveled barely twelve inches. In
illustration 84 the club cannot be seen, but it has reached
a position corresponding with that shown in illustration
81, therefore, that part of the arc traversed by the club
head between those points, illustrated in 81 and 84, is
what I would term "the speed sector of the swing." This
is produced by the right hand striking forward while the
left hand resists backward.

There is no speed sector in the swing of many players.



what I would term "the speed sector of the swing." This
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THE WRIST ACTION in Motion Picture Series
This was an actual drive in which the ball was driven 250 yards

Notice also how comparatively placid the body is as compared with the energy of the wrists







I claim that the open-to-closed method (it does not mean full open
necessarily, for there are intermediate positions between open and shut)
suits golfers of any age as well as our small ball and the general playing
conditions at home.

If I use a limited shoulder pivot then, unless I hold the face of the club
more closed throughout my swing, I need to turn my wrists over faster to
prevent the blade arriving too much open at impact. I believe that for
my method it is essential to be able to lever against the left wrist at will-to
hit past the left hand. That is why I have trained my left hand indepen-
dently all along, so that I could call on it to restore any needed balance of
power to command the desired results. The point at which this levering
may appear can never be fixed; it must depend on the type of shot required
and the flexibility and power available. With me this varies greatly with
the temperature.

I show in the following chapter photographs of myself playing in various
weather conditions, from almost tropj-cal heat to winter cold, but it can be
noticed that I bring my club face' up to the ball from 'open' -strike
through with the right past the left (I do not push the ball stiff-wristedly
with both hands moving at the same speed) allowing my club face, once
impact is made, to continue through low and square, and afterwards to
continue to turn over.

At impact the back of my left hand is facing the hole. It remains
so for varying periods according to what I am needing to do. I can hold
my left hand back, flick it upwards, as it were, to throw the ball up or
hold it down to flight the ball low. This is possible only with a trained
arm, and is one of the finer points of this method. The accent in my
swing is ever on the wrists, which provide 85 per cent. of the speed, the
body only 15 per cent. I estimate this, but I have seen another keen student
of golf, Seymour Dunn, quote similar figures. To whip successfully and
to the maximum of my ability I know that my elbows must never spread,
and if my elbows are kept together I am in a position to give the best
I have. The right hand at impact is moving faster than the left; all my
photographs show this clearly. In the series of photographs where I have
blacked in the right side of my trunk and right arm, the left arm and wrist
action can be seen very clearly. There is a moment when the left hand
itself throws the club head at the ball like a left-handed, back-handed,
wristy tennis stroke. This ability of the left hand to play such a role, gives
me that choice of flighting the ball and controls early and late hitting.
It is always possible to hit too early or too late, as I have learned, but this
is my control. This levering of the club head is one of the secrets of my
timing, as then my right hand can come into play at the point I choose ..



SIble to hIt too early or too late, as 1 have learned, bl
This levering of the club head is one of the secrets I
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:r he had been at Blackheath some
ged between him and Willie Park, to

Dunn was tutored by Tom Morris,



- -
John Jacobs in his bookt mentions only one plane - a plane

resting on the shoulders in the address position and passing
through the ball- and suggests that the learner should strive to
keep the clubhead moving in this plane throughout the swing.
That this concept cannot be reconciled with the facts hardly
needs pointing out in view of what I have said above about the
different planes of the up and the down swings. Because of his
erroneous ideas on this subject of swing planes he comes to an
erroneous conclusion in his analysis of Cotton's swing, which
he maintains is 'most characteristic and individual'. He bases
this opinion on the fact that Cotton's clubhead goes high up on
the backswing. It does indeed, as does that of Nicklaus and
many other top-class players, but there is nothing significant
about this, since the path of the clubhead on the backswing
is the one feature that is individual to every player. What
Jacobs has failed to recognise is that the paths followed by
Cotton's hands in the upswing, by his hands in the downswing
and by his clubhead in the downswing are models of orthodoxy.
The elevated path of the clubhead in Cotton's upswing has led
Jacobs to state that 'just before the clubhead comes to hip
height, he lifts hands, arms and club into a different and more
upright plane'. The club - yes, but not the hands and arms,

* 'The modem fundamentals of golf' (Nicholas Kaye, 1957)
t "Golf" (Stanley Paul, 1963)
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The reader will be interested at this point to see how wrong
ideas gain currency. For suppose that, instead of exposures at
1/100 sec. intervals as in Fig. 1, an ordinary cine-camera was
used with 1/25 sec. intervals between exposures. If the slower
camera showed the shaft in the second position before impact
in Fig. I it would miss out the following three and would next
show the shaft in the 3rd position after impact. The existence
of the sudden backward bend immediately after impact and
the straightening out in the next exposure - the real clues to
what is happening - would never be credited and only the
forward bend in the 3rd exposure after impact would be seen.
This could easily give the impression that the shaft was in
process of flexing forward at impact.

That is just the mistake made by Henry Cotton when he
remarks* in respect of an action photograph of himself showing
the shaft bent forward after impact 'This shaft really helped
me in this shot'.

Such misinterpretation unfortunately has side effects, in that
it confirms his readers in the all too prevalent view that flexing
of the shaft can add power to a shot. The result is that they
waste time and money in the quest for a club with the kind
of flexibility that will help them in the way that Cotton said
he was helped.

It will thus be seen that the points made in this chapter are
not merely of academic interest. They are practical points
whose importance can be measured in terms of time and money.
* 'My golfing album', Country Life, 1959.



-------- -.I.l.- .I ....._

The similarity between swinging a golf club and swinging a
weight on a string was long ago pointed out by Ernest Jones
with his 'penknife and handkerchief' demonstration. Cotton
refers to this in his book* and indicates that he is not entirely
convinced, because he ends with the remark 'What I have not
grasped is his interpretation of how to swing the clubhead'.
The one-piece first stage of the orthodox golf swing has
admittedly no parallel in the whirling weight, but the second
stage - the stage where two-thirds of the clubhead velocity is
generated and nine-tenths of the work is done - is identical
both in speed and power.

It follows from what has been said above that, so far as the
generation of clubhead speed is concerned, the fundamentals of
the golf swing are faithfully embodied in the whirling-weight
action. I do not wish to sound dogmatic but this settles for
good and all the age-old controversy as to whether the golf
* 'This Game of Golf', Henry Cotton (Country Life, 1948).
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swing is a true swing or a hit. Its dynamical identity with the
whirling weight stamps it as a true swing. The reason why
certain players are said to punch their iron shots is that the
one-piece first stage of the swing is curtailed by such players,
making is necessary for them to gather the necessary hand speed
for entering on the second and swinging stage of the swing
over a very much shortened arc. Indeed, the very fact that it
is centrifugal force and not hand leverage that whips the
cIubhead into line with the hands at impact stamps the action
as a true swing.



What needs to be impressed on the learner is the scientific
fact that, from the very first touch between ball and clubface,
he can do nothing further to influence the result. He must
therefore ignore the ball or tell himself that it is just a piece of
paper made to look like a ball and then concentrate on seeing
how fast he can swing the clubhead through that piece of paper.
In other words the swing to use is the daisy-cutting swing - not
the casual swing which that notion conjures up but a determined
effort to swing through it as fast as possible.

This is not a new idea, for the beginner has often been urged
not to be afraid of the inertia of the ball but treat it like a
daisy. The fact that such advice is fully endorsed by scientific
fact may help the beginner to take it seriously.



Sixty years ago I remember that
outstanding instructor Seymour Dunn
proclaiming that golf was 85 per cent hands
and only IS per cent body. Nothing in a
lifetime's experience in golf has happened to
make me think otherwise. How right he has
be~n! Th~. ~ody action Llsed by many players

~ ~ --
course strong legs are essential for control.
Accept this as a fact, learn to use the hands
properly, and like me you will enjoy a
lifetime of pleasure-golf.

Henry Cotton
Penina 1980
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